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   Method  to estimate  population parameters based on  single  rclease-multi-recapture  census

were  developed for cases  where  the population density changed  during the  study  period,
based on  HAMADA's (1976) thethods  which  could  be  applicable  only  to stable  populations.
Sirnulatlen study  showed  that:  (1) The  change  an population density (V) did not  affect  the

bias of  estimated  density but affected  that  of  estimated  survival  rate.  C2) The  number  of  un-

             A

marked  individuals Uo  estirnated  with  the z-method  always  gave underestimation  at  a  cen-

stant  rate  of  (1 -R)  , when  the  rate  of capture  (R) was  constant  but the intensity of  underestima-

                   A

tion  of  the density estimate  (U'o) with  the z'-method  was  less than that with  the z-method.

       A

(3) Bias of  U'o was  negligible  when  the survival  rate  S was  near  unity  but increased with  the

dccrease ofS.  It eventually  approached  (1-R). Tlie similar  trend  w4s  also  seen  in the rela-
             A
tion  between  bias of  S/ V  when  the population density changed  with  a  constant  rate  Vs (4) The
i-method  gave  a  better estimate  than the l-method  when  the  rate  of  capture  changed.  A
                                 A

method  to obtain  less-biased estGmate  of  Ub  from  U'o was  presented,

INTRODUCTION

   Although a  nurnber  ofmathematical  models  had  been presented to estimate  anirnal

numbers  with  mark-recapture  methods  (e.g, SEBER, 1'973), most  of  them  required  more

than  two  releases  when  wanted  to estimate  paramters  ofpopulations  with  disappearance

(mortality and  emigration)  and  dilution (emergence and  immigration). Based on

single-release,  JAcKsoN C1939) developed a  method  te be used  fbr such  a  case,  but,

in his method,  the  marked  individuals recaptured  should  be released  again  into the

population.
   In our  works  on  the  melen  fly, Dacas eucurbitae,  recaptured  individuals were  killed

in traps  baited with  a  mixture  ofa  male  attractant  (cue-lure) and  an  insecticide. When

we  used  JAcKsoN's method  (y-methQd, hereafter) fbr this case,  estimated  denslty should

be lower than  the  true  one  (IT6, 1973). IT6 (1973) presented a  method  (]'-method)
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which  could  reduce,  but not  completely  eliminate,  the  negative  bias and,  using  this

methed,  IT6 et al. (1974) estimated  the  density of  D, cucurbitae  rnales  in Kume  Is,,

Okinawa.  Contrary to the ordinary  mark-recapture  techniques  where  marking

was  made  on  individuals collected  in the  field, IT6 et al, marked  and  released  artific-

ially reared  males  into wild  populations. Thus  they  estimated  the  density of  the wild

population by  subtracting  the  number  ofmarked  rnale  flies re]eased  from the estimated

total number.  This should  be a  subject  of  bias, too.

    HAMADA  (1976) presented a  method  to estimate  the  number  of  unmarked  individ-

uals  directly for cases  where  recaptured  individuals were  released  again  (z-method)
or  killed (z'-rnethod). He  calculated  biases which  should  be expected  iny,]'-, and

z'-methods  with  computer  simulation  and  showed  that  his i'-method  gave  the  least

and  most  stable  biases even  when  we  released  a  great many  marked  individuals as

compared  with  wild  ones  (this was  the  case  of  sterile-insect  release  where  all the sterile

insects were  marked).

    Studies described above  were  carried  out  under  an  assumption  that  the  density of

wild  animals  was  constant,  but of  course,  there  was  a  pessibility of  significant  change

in the  density during the  course  ofcensus.  In the  present paper, we  attempted  to es-

timate  the  extent  ofpossible  bias in the  density estimated  with  z-  and  z'-methods  when

the density of  wild  animals  was  changing.

                                  METHODS

    Following symbols  are  used  hereafter:

     U6: Number  of  unmarked  individuals on  the  Oth day.

    06: Number  of  unmarked  individuals on  the  Oth day, estimated  with  J-method
and  z-method.

    I76': Ditto estimated  with]'-method  and  i-method.

    Mo:  Number  of  marked  individuals released  on  the  Oth day.

    M,: Number  of  marked  individuals which  survived  till the  ith clay. (i--O, 1,

2) ....) oo)

    M'o(i): A  modified  number  of  marked  individuals for the  ith day sample  (IT6,
 1973), that  is
                                      t-1

                           M'o(i>=M6-E  mj  (1)
                                      S=1

    ui: Number  of  unmarked  individuals captured  on  the  ith day.

    mi:  Number  of  marked  individuals recaptured  on  the  ith day.

    zi: An  index of  the  number  of  marked  individuals recaptured  (this corresponds

to JAcKsoN's.vD, that  is

                                    I04mi
                                         .

 (2)                                 Zi=-
                                    uiMli

     z'i: An  index of  the number  of  marked  invididuals recaptured  when  we  use

M',{,) (Eq. 1) in place of  Mo  in Eq. 2.

     2e: An  imaginary value  of  z  on  the  Oth day.

     2'o: Ditto for z'.

     S: Survival rate  of  marked  individuals per unit  time  (i).
     R: Rate of  capture  (with traps  etc.).

     R.: Ditto when  the  rate  is a  constant.
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     V: Apparent  rate  of  change  in the  number  of  unmarked  individuals per unit

 time  (Rate of  natural  change  in density plus, when  we  don't release  captured  individ-

 uals  a.oain,  rate  of  capture).

     T: Number  of  sampling  sensus.  ,
     A

    S: Rate  of  survival  of  marked  individuals estimated  with  a  linear regression  of

log zt or  log z't on  i.

    When  we  plot zi or  z'i against  i, we  can  obtain  survivorship  curve  of  marked  in-
dividuals. If the  survival  rate  is constant,  we  can  estimate  an  imaginary value  (zo
or  2'o) ofthe  number  ofmarked  individuals 

`recaptured'

 on  the Oth day  (that is, before
any  disappearance and  dilution take  place) with  a  linear regression  of  log zi or  log

 r '
zi  on  z.

                          Iog zi=log  2, -i  logS  (3)
and  we  can  estimate  [lh by

                          q=- 104/2, (4)
or,

                          A

                          U'o=10`f2'o･ (5)
From

                          ui=[lhR  (6)
and

                          mi=M6Si(1-R)i-iR,  (7)
                             104M6Si(1-R)t-iR

                          
Zi=

 t]1,MbR 
-

                           =104Si(1-R)i-i/Ub.  (8)
Using  logarithms

                 log zt=log  [10`f Uh(1-R)]+i  log [S(1-R)]. (9)
Thus the bias of  Oh to U6 should  be

                             Oh!Ub =-:- (1-R) (1O)
(HAMADA, 1976),

    The  results  mentioned  above  were  obtained  under  an  assumption  of  U=constant.
If we  supposed  that  U  changed  with  a  constant  rate  L  we  could  obtain  fo11owing
equation  in place of  Eq.  6.

                               eri=UhVtR.  (11)
    Assuming  that  V] S  and  R  were  all constant  and  there  were  no  differences between
rates  of  capture  of  marked  and  unmarked  individuals, we  simulated  biases of  U  er  U'
using  fo11owing combinations  of  values  of  parameters.

    A  1) U6==I03, M,==le4;  Uh=M,:=le4;  U6:==104, M,-103.

         2) S-O.9; O.8; O.6.

         3) R,-O.1; O.2; O.4.

         4) V-O.8; 1.0; 1.2.

         5) T=4  (Releases on  day  O, and  captures  on  day 1, 2, 3 and  4).

    B  1) U6==M,=10`.

         2) S=1.0;  O.95; O.9J O.8; O.6; O.43 O,2; O.1.

         3) R,=oi  o.ls o.2; o.4; e,6; o.s; o.g,

         4) V-l.O.

         5) T==3; 4; 5; 6.

    Inserting above  values  to Eq. 11 and  Eq, 7, ui  and  mi  were  calculated.  Mi  was

a]se  calculated  by the  fo11owing equation.
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                      Ml=M6Si(1-R,)ini.  (i>-2) (12)
    Using  ui,  mt  and  Mi  thus  calculated,  we  could  emerge  series  of  zt and  z'i, and

estimated  O" and  SA(l-R,) with  Iinear regression  of  log zi on  i, or  0o and  S witht  that

of  log z'i on  i. Then  we  calculated  biases of  0h, 0'o, SA(1-R,) and  SA as  ratios  of

these  to actual  (assumed) values,  UL S(1-R,) and  S.

    Simulation was  also  made  to obtain  biases of  the  parameters  when  the rate  ef

capture  changed  with  time  (providing that  the  rate  of  capture  of  unmarked  individ-
uais  equaled  to that ofmarked  individuals). Here  we  assumed  that  the  rate  of  capture

was  approximated  by a  normal  distribution with  a  mean  R" and  a  variance  a2. The

parameter  values  obtained  were  compared  with  those  which  were  simulated  under

the assumption  of  constant  R  Ce2=O).
    C  1) U6=M,=104.

         2) S-O.9.

         3) R-O.135.

         3') a==o;  o,o2s; o.o43; o,o7s; o.os6.

         4) V-1.0.
                         .
         5) T-4.

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION

1. BitLf of 0 with  z-method

    Table  1 shews  the  biases of  Oand St("1 

-]'-
 

X-R,)
 or  S calculated  by the z-  and  z'-methods

when  U  was  changing  during the course  of  mark-recapture  census.  Here the biases
were  expressed  as  the ratios  ofcalculated  to actual  values,  pt [L etc.  Then  those  which

were  larger than  unity  indicates overestimation  and  ones  smaller  than  unity  indicates

underestimation.  According  to the  table  it was  clear  that  the bias of  0 by the  z-
                                   A

method  was  always  (1-R,) and  that  of  S(1-R,)  was  lfV3 regardless  of  the,value

of  M

    Here, from Eqs. 2, 7 and  11,

                          10`MliSi(ImRc)i=iRe

                      
Zi=

 
-t]Iti'ik,Ai6--"

                         104Si(1-R,)t-i

                        
[=

 
r--Vl"tit

 
"'

 
'"
 (13)

    Using  logarithms

               log Zi=log  [10`f U6(1 
-R,)]+i

 leg [S(1-R,)tV]. (14)
Substituting the  first term  ofthe  right  hand  side  ofEq.  I4 to Eq, 4, the  bias of  0should
be

                         q=104!z,
                           =104Ub(1"R,)1104.

                         OhfU-(1-R.) (15)
Also using  the  2nd  term,
                         A
                         S(1-R,)=S<1-R,)1V.
                         .iA-E
                         S(1-R.)  l

                         S(1-R,)=v'  (16)
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Table 1. BiAs oF  EsTiMATED  DENsiTy  (t)) ANDAPARAMETER  S(IA-R)  AND  ShrNa- AND
                                                             A

  cf-METHODs  uNDER  GIvEN  CoNDmoNs  oF  V, S  AND  R. BIAsEs ARE  SHowN  As  evq
      A A

     S(1-R)fS(1-R),  AND  SIS, rEspEcTivELy.  BiAsEs LEss THAN  UNiTy  MEAN

        NAGATIvE  BrAs AND  THosE  MoRE  THAN  UNITy  MEAN  PoslTIvE ONE

                     (Condition : U=- 1ooOO, M-=: 1000)a

  Parameter

v s

Bias in "methed Bias in 4'-method

R
AU  AS(1-R) AUr ASr

O.8O.9

O.8

O.6

O.1O.2O.4O.1O.2O.4O.1O.2O,4O,8999O,7998O.5999O.8999O.8000O.5999O.9000O.8000O.60001.251.251,251.25I,251,241.251.251.25O.973O,973O,822O.952O.895O.735O,925O.842O.6531.2231.18S1.0741.2011.141O.976l.1691.079O.868

1.0O.9

O.8

O.6

O,1O.2O.4O.1O.2O.4O.1O.2O.4O.9000o.soeoO.6000O.9000O,8000O.6000O.9000O.8000P.

 :. goooO,8999O.8000o.ooooO.8999O,80ooO.6000O.9OOOe.soooO.6000

1.001.001.00l.OO1.001.001.001.001.00O.978O.936O.822O.953O.894O.735O.925e.842O.653O.97BO.950O.859O,961O.913O.7BlO.935O.B63O.694

1.2O.9

O.8

O.6

O.lO.2O,4O.1O.2O.4O.1O.2OA O.83O.83O.84O.83O.83O.83O.83O.83O.83O.973O.938O.822O,953O,895O.735O,925O.842O.653o.o.o.o,o.o.o.o.o.815792717SO1761651779719577

 
a
 Completely  the  same  values  were  obtained  when  we  supposed  other  ratios  of  U  to M  (U=

   M=-10000  and  UF1000  and  M=1ooOO),

                    SA A

2. Method  to estimate  R., S and  V  when  U  wczs  not ceiestant in the z-method

    At  first, we  calculated  linear regression  oflog  ui (the number  of  unmarked  individ-
uals  caught  at  time  i) on  i. The  regressien  equation  was

                           log ui =:  log UdR,+Iog  V. 
'
 (17)

Then  we  could  calculate  an  imaginary value  uo  (the number  of  unmarked  individuals
which  should  be caught  at  time  O> using  Eq.  17 and  uo=U6R,.

    Thus

                           tio= (76Rc/(1'Rc) (18)
From  this,

                           kc=fio/(06+no)･ (19)
Thus  we  could  estimate  R. using  I76 obtained  by  the  z-method  and  ne obtained  by Eq.
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                                                      A

17. V  could  be estimated  from the  Iast term  ofEq.  17. Then  S could  also  be estimated

              A A

by substituting  V  and  R. to the ]ast term  of  Eq. 14.

3. Bias of O' in z'-methed

    Table 1 shows  that  the  bias of  0o in the z'-method  was  always  negative  and  be-
came  larger with  the  increase of  R, or  the  decrease of  S, regardless  of  the  value  of  V,

                                                                        A

This relation  was  not  change  when  the  ratio  of  U6 and  Mo  changed.  Biases of  S to

S were  positive when  Vwas  less than  unity  but those  were  negative  when  V  was  Iarger
                  A

than  unity.  Thus  SIV was  always  near  unity.  Using the  results  of  his simulation

experiment,  HAMADA  (1976) presented a  table  which  described extent  of  negative  bias
of  0  ih the  z'-method  but it was  diMcult to evaluate,  from  HAMADA's table, eflects  of

S, R, and  T  to the bias of  0, because the  ranges  ofSand  R, he used  were  not  large.

10

O,8

06

O.4

.tti 
O.2

g･e･gtthV1,O-em.gan

 08

o

O.4

O.2

T=  3'

T;5

T==4

T=6

   1.o  o.s  o.6  e.4  o.2 o 1.o o.s o.6  o.4  o.2  o

               Survival SuTvival

 Fig, 1. Bias of  estimated  density with  z'-method  <U'o) in rclation  to diffbrent Ievels of

survival  rate  (S) andrate  ofcapture  (R), Biasesare shown  by  U'olUo. Trneans  the number

of  samplings.
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Then  we  calculated  biases of  0  based on  given values  of  S, R, and  T  in the  Experiment
Series B  (Fig, 1).

    Figure l shows  that, when  R, \0, C)' became smaller  than  U  with  the  decrease
ofS  and  approached  (1-R,). As the number  ofsamplingcensus(T)  increased, the
bias (when 1>S>O)  became  Iarger but the eflect  of  T  was  not  so  large as  compared

with  eflbcts  ofR.  and  S. Providing T>5,  the  bias approached  (l-R ) through  points
somewhat  smaller  than  (1-R,), Thus  it could  be concluded  that, when  T==3 or  4,
the z'-method  gave 0' with  a  negative  bias up  to (1-R,).

4. Clomparison of biases in z-method  and  z'-method  tvhen  the rate  ofccipture zE,as  not  a  constant

    Eflbcts of  changing  R  on  the  bias of  O or  O' was  examined  using  simulation  where

R  was  changed  with  given values  of  mean  R  and  variance  a2,  The  results  were  sum-

marized  in Table  2 where  0/U (or 01U) and  a  ratio  of  q  (R changed)  to 0L (R con-
stant)  was  described. It was  shown  that, in the  z-method,  diffbrence between  q
(using R) and  0L (using R,) became  larger as  a  increased. On  the other  hand, there

                                T=3  T=4
      1.0

          

          

      O.8

      o.6  

          

      O.4

          

      O.2
          

    o

    .a  o
   v

   1
                                T=5  T=6

   ge 1.0
   m  

O,8

O.6

O.4

O.2

 o
  1.e

Fig. 2.

R=O1'
--"rrTtNTT

R=O.2''

m

"

-
R==O4.

.-t-.

R=･O6'L--------.-L--

"---T-T-------
R=OL8

T--mwLfiHtt+--tt"TttT-R=O.9L

O.8  O.6 O.4

       Survival

Bias of  estimated  ratio

 O.2  O 1.0 O.8

ASI

 V  against  S/ V  with  z'-method.

O.6  O.4  O.2 O

 Survival

 For symbols  see  Fig. 1.
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Table
  A

 (v)
 THE

                     H.  Suzum  and  Y. IT6

 2. CoMpARIsoN  BETwEEN  BIAsEs  IN  EsTIMATED  NuMBER  oF  UNMARKED･INDrvlDuALs

wlTH  "METHOD  AND  cF-METHOD  WHEN  THE  RATE  OF  CAPTuRE  ARE  VARYING  (a MEANS
STANDARD  DEvlAreN  oF  R), TI{E `RATE'

 (aoLuMNs 4 AND  6) MEANs  THE  RELATIvE

   INTENSITY OF  BIAS IN  POpULATIONS  WI{ERE  RATE  OF  aAPTURE CHANGES
                                             AA

          DuRING  RELEAsE-REaApTuRE  PRocEss, THAT  Is U)!U}

Bias in z-method Bias in c'-method
                A

      a V                            A A

                           U  Rate  U  Rate

    O.OOO  1 O.865  "  O.932  rr

    O,028 l<  O.859 O.993 O.917 O.983

                1>  O.862 O,997 O.957 I.027

    O.043 1<  O.852 O.984 O.926 O.993
                1>  O,888 1.026 O.937 O.995

    O.075 1<  O,824 O.953 O.918 O.985
                1>  O,893 1.032 O.980 1.oo5

    O.086 1<  O.810 O.936 O.970 1.041

                1>  O,892 1.032 O.939 1.007

was  no  such  a  dcfinitc change  in the  diffbrence in the z'-method.  Thus  the  z'-method

should  give more  precise estimates  when  the  rate  of  capture  changed  during  the  course

of  study.
      '

5. Methed to correct 0'o estimated  with  z'-method

    It had been shown  that  the  z'-method  was  more  appropriate  that  the  z-method

when  the rate  of  capture  changed,  but we  could  not  estimate  S and  R  in the  z'-method;

both  values  were  needed  to eliminate  the bias of  0'o. On  the  other  hand, in the  z-

method,  where  we  could  estimate  S  and  R, (Eqs. 14, 17 and  19), the  bias in U6 should
be diflerent to (1-R,) whenRvaried.  However,  if variation  in R  took  place at  ran-

dom,  we  couid  estimate  S and  V  using  a  mean  vaiue  R, which  could  be  estimated

using  [71) and  tio. It was  also  shown  in the  z'-method  that  the  bias of  0o in the  case

where  R, was  a  constant  was  not  so  diffl]rent from the bias of  0o where  R  was  varying         '

with  a  inean  value  R  which  was  the  same  with  R,. Thus  the  method  ef  estimation

we  suggested  here as  fo11ows:

    (1) Estimate 06 and  0, with  z- and  z'-methods;

    (2) Estimate ti and  ti, using  relationship  between 06(or 0'o), u, and  i.
                 A A

    (3) Estimate R  and  S.
                                                        A A

    (4) Construct a  model  population substituting  estimated  R  and  S into a  given
set  of  U, and  Ml.
                  ･A -x

    (5) Calculate U'o<..,.i) fbr the model  population with  the  z'-method.

    (6) Correct 0'o using  the  ratio  
'tl;el/Mlgll..,.,}IU6(..,.,),

 and  obtain  a  less biased
      *

value  Uh･

6. Allatmericat exampte

    Above  procedure  was  applied  to  data obtained  by IT6 et al. (l974) (Table 3).
That  was:  (1) [?b and  0'o were  calculated  using  z-  and  z'-methods  (Lines 8 and  9 of
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Table3.  NuMBER
TRAps  IN

Biases inModified Jackson's Method

OF  MARKED  AND

TWO  STATIeNS  INUNMARKED

 INDIvrDvALs CAuGHT  wlTH  25 CuE-LuRE
IsHiGAKi IsLAND  (from IT6 et  al,, 1974)

283

Date i
Station C Station D

Unmarked  RedBlueUnmarked  White  Blue(A)

June

July

14!15

  20

  25
  30

   5

  10

  15

O.51.52.53.54,5

O.5l,52.53.54.5
202I97

 77

 84127

 99

1108

 63

 28

  1

  2

1103

 115

 15

 10

  B

195l529812189104

89S155

 54

 4

 2

 2

1052215

 47

  16

  2

  2

Italicfiguressho"' thenumbermarkedand  releascd.

     Table 4, EsTIMATroN oF  PopuLATioN  PARAMETERs  BAsED oN  DATA  oF  TABLE  3

         METHOD  DEscRIBED  IN  THE  PREsENT  PApER,  PARAMETERs  EsTIMATED  wrTH

                 HAMADA'S  METHOD  ARE  ALSO  SHOWN  IN  PARENTHESES

                         station'''c 
-
 

'''-
 statio'h6

 Parameters  ..."  -. .L
                   Red  -  Blue White  -

    a 
'
 131'  

'"
 

-'
 

''
 127''

    deo 196 171 180
    A

    R  O.130  (O.096) O,l2a (O.107) O.271 (O.208) O.
    s

    S O.205 (O,226) O,364 (O.407) O.S04 (O.318) O.
    A

    V  O.872 O.878
     A

    Ch 1228 le91 483
     A

    cat 1248 1082 481
     *..

 ...q,..--  
l437

 ..t  1230 652
                                      ttt

 The  rates  R, s and  v  are  expressed  as that  per  s d5ys. For oth'e'''r''g//}II5ols see  text.

WITH

Blue(A)

  148272

 (O.242)
S69 (O.403)

397415601

                                                             A

Table  4); (2) Logarithms  of  ui were  plotted against  i and  tio and  V  were  estimated

using  Iinear regression  (Lines 4 and  7) ; (3) A was  estimated  using  ao and  0o; (4) S was
                    A A

estimated  substituting  V  and  R  to Eq. I4; (5) A  hypothetical population  model  was
                A S

constructed  using  S and  R  thus  estimated  and  Mo=  Uh=10i  (for details of  calculation,

see  columns  2, 3 and  4 ofTable  4). The  assumption  was  adopted  conveniently  because
the  ratio  of  Mo  to Ub did not  seriously  aflbct  the bias of  [J6: (6) Calculate z'i=104  mU

M'o(i)uil (7) Calculate log z'o using  a  linear regression  of  log i't  on  i; (8) Estimate
-----x.--                             A

U'o(..d.i} using  z'o and  calculate  U'o(..d,i>fCJI)(..,.i}; and  (9) Using the  ratio  (O,7379),
                              *

we  could  correct  0',, and  obtain  U6 (Line 10 in Table 4).
                        A A

    As  shown  in Table 4, R's                          estimated  using  fio for Station C  were  about  O,13, and  V
was  O.87. This fact suggested  that  the  decrease in the  population density during the
study  period was  mainly  due  to trapping-mertality (O.87+O.13=1). On  the  other
                           A A

hand,  in Station D, sum  ef  R  and  V  esceeded  unity  (O.88+O.27=1.15), suggesting

increase of  natural  population. Good  agreement  between two  values  of  each  para-
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meter  based on  clata for flies marked  with  diflerent colours  suggested  the  validity  of

the  method  described above.
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